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Summary
Because of the still growing complexity of electronic circuits, design and verification tools
must continuously be improved. Especially 'verification' tools, nowadays mostly simulation
tools, are not capable any more of really verifying complex circuits (verification requires
exhaustive simulation). Tools based on other verification methods, e.g. formal verification,
are, despite many years of research, not suitable yet for economic applications.
Design tools also need improvements. IDaSS (a graphic oriented Interactive Design and
Simulation System with which digital systems at Register Transfer level can be designed) is
a good attempt at improving the design process. It is an easy to learn tool and provides
interactive simulation capabilities, unlike many other design tools. However, it has no
capabilities yet of automatic generation of low level implementations. To achieve this use will
be made of an existing logic synthesis system. This system works only for designs described
in the ELLA language (which is part of the ELLA design and simulation environment),
therefore research is focused on automatic IDaSS to ELLA conversion.
In this thesis it is shown that IDaSS to ELLA conversion can be realised and it is also
described how it can be realised.
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O. Introduction
The complexity of modem electronic circuits has increased significantly in the last decade,
though the method of designing these circuits has hardly changed: it still is an iterative
process of design and verification. But because of the growing complexity the nowadays used
'verification' tools, mostly simulation tools, are not always capable any more of verifying
complex circuits at reasonable costs. This is because only an exhaustive simulation of a
circuit is a verification of that circuit: a partial simulation can show the presence of some
bugs, but it cannot show the absence of all bugs. Therefore verification tools as well as
design tools should be improved to be able to handle large electronic circuits.

If simulation tools are not capable of verifying electronic circuits any more, other verification
methods should be made economically feasible. One of these methods is/onnal verification.
Formal verification requires that a design and it's specification are described in a formal
language. With mathematical rules of that language one must prove a design to implement
it's specification. Formal verification of small designs can be done by hand, but automation
is, even for small designs, almost indispensable. In chapter I a short research on formal
verification of hardware correctness and its automation is described.
Besides improved verification tools, improved design tools can lead to a more efficient design
process. Most of the current design environments can be improved on one or more of, among
others, the following features:
Verification, or at least simulation, of a design in an early stage of its design process,
so errors can be detected early and corrected easily;
Using easy to learn and use design tools, to keep the number of errors to a minimum;
Automatic generation of low level implementations of (verified) designs, so no errors
are introduced generating these implementations.
IDaSS, which stands for Interactive Design and Simulation System, is a tool with which
digital systems at Register Transfer level (RT-level) can be designed and simulated, and it
provides two of the three mentioned features:
Interactive design means in this case simulation of each element of a design as soon
as an element is added to the design. Though complete simulation of a half finished
design is not possible, many errors can be detected in an early stage;
Another nice feature of IDaSS is its graphic user interface which is one of the reasons
why IDaSS is fairly easy to learn and use.
Though IDaSS is an efficient design tool for designing digital systems at RT-level, it's a
major disadvantage that it's not (yet) possible to generate low level implementations of IDaSS
designs automatically.
ELLA, which stands for ELectronic LAnguage, is another modelling and si mulation
environment for electronic circuits. It can model circuits at RT-level, but also at gate-level
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and there exists a logic synthesis system which performs logic synthesis on ELLA designs
(CYNTHIA-E). But ELLA requires more training and more skill than IDaSS does before one
can design digital circuits with it.
To use the advantage of both design tools, research is focused on automatic conversion of
IDaSS designs into ELU designs, which means that CYNTHIA-E will be capable of
handling 'IDaSS-designs'.
Chapter 2 gives an introduction to IDaSS and an introduction to ELLA is given in chapter
3. Chapter 4 describes the logic synthesis system CYNTHIA-E and the restrictions it imposes
on an ELLA-design. The approaches, possibilities and problems of automatic IDaSS to
ELLA conversion are described in chapter 5.
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1. Formal verification of hardware correctness
1.1 Introduction to hardware verification

Verification of hardware is necessary before that hardware product can be marketed; it is
very costly to correct an error after production. This holds for all kinds of hardware, but
especially for electronic (digital) circuits. When hardware is mentioned in this report, it
refers to digital circuits.
There are various ways to verify hardware and there are various aspects of hardware to be
verified. Some of the aspects to be verified are: low-level design rules, timing, high-level
design rules, functional correctness, etc. The aspect considered here is functional correctness:
an implementation of a system (what does a system do?) must realize the specification of that
system (what should the system do?). Other concepts of functional correctness exist, like: a
system is functionally correct if "bad things will never occur" (safety), or a system is
functionally correct if "good things will occur in the future" (liveness). We will consider the
first given definition of functional correctness.
To demonstrate the correctness of a design, one can choose for various verification
techniques. Some of these are:
- extensive testing of a prototype : a prototype of a design is made which will be tested
(usually not exhaustive); if an error is found a new prototype must be made and tested
again until no errors are found.
- simulating the design (exhaustive): the design is modelled, usually using a computer, and
then the computer executes all possible functions the design should be able to execute, after
which the computed outputs are compared to the expected outputs. If correctness must be
proven with certainty, all possible input combinations and their sequences must be
considered.
- formal verification : mathematical proof of correctness of a design with respect to the
(mathematical) specification.
- automatic synthesis : formal techniques are used to transform a correct implementation of
a specification into another correct implementation ('correctness-preserving
transformation ').
However, with rising design and fabrication costs, very-large-scale integration and growing
system complexity, extensive testing of a prototype is has become very expensive.
Simulation, nowadays the most used verification technique, is reliable and economical for
relatively small designs, but for large and complex designs exhaustive simulation, which is
necessary for a 100% reliable design, simulation is not economically feasible any more.
Exhaustive simulation requires much CPU-time, often too much. as fast as the complexity
of designs does.
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Automatic synthesis seems to be the ultimate goal, but it is very difficult to achieve and there
are many unsolved problems involved. Though also for automatic formal verification some
unsolved problems exist, it is assumed that automatic formal verification is easier to achieve
than automatic synthesis. Formal verification can be done by hand but even for a relatively
small design it may take several man-months of work, so it is not economically feasible in
this manner.

1.2 Formal verification

The formal specification of a hardware system, expressed in a mathematical language (see
next section), describes what a system should be able to do. It doesn't specify anything about
the way to achieve this. The design at a lower level, expressed in the same language,
specifies more on how the goals will be achieved. It then is possible to formally verify the
correctness of the design at that lower level against the high-level specification. This formal
verification is based on calculation properties of the used language (called inference rules if
the language is based on algebra).
If an implementation of the design is proven to be correct, it can serve as a specification for
the next design step. If it is not possible to formally describe the next implementation then
the next implementations can't be formally verified any more. It is for example not possible
to 100% formally describe a transistor-level design because the behaviour of a transistor must
be modelled before it can be described. Lower levels are even more difficult to model, so
formal verification can be used only for certain levels of the design, for example see figure
1.

1.2.1 Formal systems for hardware representation

The used formalism for specifying and verifying a hardware design must represent hardware
systems at all levels of abstraction, as shown in the previous section. And with each
formalism, a set of calculation properties must be associated, allowing mathematical proof.
The most widely known and used formal system is logic. Some of the logic formalisms are:
1. first-order logic;
2. higher-order logic;
3. temporal logic;
Merely as an example of a formal hardware representation system, higher order logic will
be described in the next section. For a general introduction on other formalisms see
[CAMU88].
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1.3 Higher-order logic.

(fhis section is mainly an abstract of [GORD87]).
Higher-order logic was originally developed as a foundation for mathematics. It is shown that
it can be used as a hardware description language and a formalism for proving that designs
meet their specifications. So specialized hardware description languages are not necessary.

1.3.1 Introduction to higher-order logic.

Higher-order logic uses standard predicate logic notation:
"P(x)" means "x has property P",
"-'1" means "not t" ,
"tl V t2" means "tl or t2",
"tl 1\ t2" means "tl and t2",
"tl ~ t2" means "tl implies t2",
"t} == t2" means "tl if and only if t2",
"vx. t[x]" means "for all x it is the case that t[xl",
"3x.t[x]" means "for some x it is the case that t[x]",
"(t - tllt2)" means "if t is true then tl else t2".
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The differences with first order logic are
a. variables can range over functions and predicates; e.g. the principle of mathematical
induction can be expressed using variable P that range over predicates:

vP.P(O) A (vn.P(n)
b.

1»

~ vn.P(n)

functions and predicates can be the arguments and results of other functions and
predicates: e.g.
Iterate(m,n)(j) - j(n)

c.

~ P(n+

A j(n-I) A .... 1\ j(m)

special function-denoting terms called A-expressions; e.g.

lx.x+3
denotes a function which adds 3 to its argument.
An inverter can serve as a simple example of a hardware device specified in h.o.I.:
Inverter(i,o) = Vt.o(t+a) - -'i(t)

is the delay (usually one time unit, 0 = 1),
represents time,
input function,
output function.
This equivalence states that whenever Vt.o(t+o) = ,i(t) holds, then Invener(i,o) holds and
that whenever Invener(i,o) holds the relation Vt.o(t+o) = ,;(t) holds.
with:

0
t
i

°

When more devices are connected, like in figure 2, the behaviour corresponding to the circuit
can be obtained by 1. existentially quantifying the variables corresponding to the internal
lines and 2. conjoining the constraints corresponding to the components. Thus for figure 2:
D(a,b,c,d) = 3p,q.(D 1(a,b,p) 1\ D 2(P,d,c) 1\ D 3(q,b,d).

To prove that a circuit is correct, one needs to describe the design of the circuit using h.o.I.
as well as the specification; if you don't know what a circuit should do, you can't verify it.
The following section will illustrate one of the possible methods to prove an implementation
to be correct.
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1.3.2 Example of a method of proof using h.o.1.

Given 2 definitions:
lnv(i,o)

!!!

'Vt.o(t+ 1) - ""i(t)

And(il ,i2,0) '" 'Vt.o(t+ 1) - (i1(t)

A i2(t»

and a specification:
SpecNand(il,i2,0)

!!

'Vt.o(t+2) - ""(il(t) A i2(t»

A possible (and obvious) implementation of this Nand could be:
ImpNand(il,i2,q,0)

5

And(il,i2,q)

A lnv(q,o)

(see also figure 3)

The following must be proven:
SpecNand(il,i2,0) - 3q. ImpNand(il,i2,q,0)
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Notice: the other way

1.

(~)

need not always be true.

By the definition of And and In v:
3q. ImpNand(il,i2,q,o)

2.

==

3q.(Vt.q(t+ 1) - (il(t) 1\ i2(t» 1\ Vt.o(t+ 1) - oq(t»

By the symmetry of = and associativity of ....,:
3q. ImpNand(il,i2,q,o) ;: 3q.(Vt.q(t+ 1) - (i1(t) 1\ i2(t» 1\ Vt.q(t) - 'O(t+ 1»

3.

Selective rewriting with the equation <Vt.q(t) = ""'o(t+ 1)':
3q. ImpNand(il,i2,q,0) ;;; 3q.(Vt. 'O«t+ 1)+ 1) - (i1 (t) 1\ i2(t» 1\ Vt.q(t) - 'O(t+ 1»

4.

Since q does not occur on the left hand conjunct, the scope of the existential
quantifier can be limited to the right hand conjunct:
3q. ImpNand(il,i2,q,0)

5.

;!!

Vt. 'O«t+ 1)+ 1) - (H(t) 1\ i2(t» 1\ 3q.(Vt.q(t) - 'O(t+ 1»

The right hand conjunct is a tautology, so:
3q. ImpNand(il,i2,q,0)

6.

5!

Simplifying «(t+ 1) + 1)' and applying again the associativity of ...." yields:
3q. ImpNand(il,i2,q,0)

7.

Vt.--o«t+l)+I) - (i1(t) 1\ i2(t»

E

Vt.o(t+2) - ""(il(t) 1\ i2(t»

From which the desired correctness statement follows:
3q. ImpNand(il ,i2,q,0)

E

SpecNand(il ,i2,0).

This example is perhaps a trivial one, but it illustrates an approach in proving the correctness
of a circuit. It also illustrates the amount of work necessary for formal verification: this
simple example already took 7 steps!!

1 .4 Conclusion
It turns out that higher order logic is a good formalism to describe electronic circuitry, and
thus its possible to formally verify hardware. However, for small examples the verification
procedure (by hand) already consumes a large amount of time. It is almost impossible and
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certainly not efficient to verify a large design by hand. Some automatic verification tools
exists, e.g. the HOL-system [GORD85], but they require frequent human intervention of the
verification procedure, or they are only capable of verifying very small designs or only a
specific subclass of hardware.
The intention of my small research on formal hardware verification was to find out if it's
economic applicable on, for instance, IDaSS-designs. An IDaSS-design, or designs made with
any other tool for that matter, can be formally verified by first converting it (automatically)
into a description using a formal language (such as higher order logic), after which it should
be possible to formally verify the IDaSS design. Though automatic generation of a formal
IDaSS-design description should be possible, it is not useful yet because no satisfactory
automatic formal verification tools exist, despite many years of research.
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2. IDaSS: An Interactive Design and Simulation System
Note: This chapter is not an IDaSS user guide or reference manual. It is merely intended as
a short description of IDaSS and what it is capable of, for those who are unacquainted with
it. For a more complete description of IDaSS and it's elements, one is referred to the IDaSS
manual, written by ir A.C. Verschueren.

2.1 Short introduction to IDaSS

IDaSS is an interactive design and simulation environment for synchronous digital circuits,
especially micro-, co- and signal processors. It describes a design as a tree-like hierarchy of
schematics. The schematics contain elements like registers, ALV's, memories, state machine
controllers and the like, and are entered graphically. Rectangles (called 'blocks') represent
all elements, which are connected by lines via input and (tri-state) output ports (connectors)
representing the (bidirectional) buses. The operational characteristics of some of the blocks
are entered in textual form.
Simulation within IDaSS is immediate, there are no separate compile stages to do. Once you
place an element inside a schematic, it immediately behaves like the hardware equivalent.
There is no need to stop or reset the simulation when changes are made to the design. This
feature and the graphic environment make IDaSS an efficient design and simulation tool for
designing and simulating systems at Register Transfer level (RT level). At this moment,
higher or lower levels than RT-Ievel cannot be designed in and simulated by IDaSS.

2.2 lDaSS elements

In IDaSS the following available elements are represented by blocks:
1. Register
2. Buffer
3. Constant Generator
4. Operator
5. State machine controller
6. RAM
7. ROM
8. FIFO
9. LIFO
10. CAM
11. Schematic
Most of these elements can be adjusted to meet the user's requirements, as will be explained
further on.
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Each element can be connected to another element by buses via input-, output-, or
control-connectors. None of the elements needs an explicit clock signal, this signal is
provided by IDaSS. Also the state machine controllers cannot be connected physically to the
blocks it controls; IDaSS provides this invisible connection automatically.
The remaining part of this chapter gives a short description of each element (block), enough
to understand the remainder of this report.

1. Register
The register models a master/slave register which can be I up to 64 bits wide and it always
carries a 'semaphore' bit. A register can execute some simple operations like 'load' and
'increment', but also a more complicated operation like 'setto: < value> '.
The semaphore bit is meant to be used for handshake protocols between communicating state
machine controllers. It is set upon all register load actions (except 'setto: < value> '), and
can be tested and reset by the controller(s).
The output of a register can be tn-state or continuous.

2. Buffer
The buffer models an asynchronous unidirectional tn-state bus buffer. The tn-state output
can be controlled by the tri-state output control commands enable and disable. These
commands can be applied to all tri-state outputs, not just buffer outputs.

3. Constant generator
A constant generator can be used to 'inject' controller generated constants into the schematic.
After a 'setto: < value>' command, the generator generates value < value> at the output
for one clock-cycle.
In combination with a control connector a constant generator can be used for simulation of
a PLA (Programmable Logic Array). See IDaSS manual for more details.

4. Operator
Operators model all 'asynchronous' (logical) elements in the schematic. The number of inputs
and outputs is essentially unlimited and completely user-defined. The functions which an
operator can execute are also completely user-defined. The functions are entered in a
mathematical description and can range from 'simple' multiplexers to a 'complete' ALU, this
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makes an operator very powerful. As an example an add_with_carry function is given:

_sum := (1 zeroes, A) + (l zeroes, B) +
y : = _sum from: 0 to 7.
CO:= sum at: 8.

(8

zeroes, Cl).

Explanation:
A, B (both 8 bits wide) and Cl (l bit wide) are operator inputs;
Y (8 bits wide) and CO (1 bit wide) are operator outputs;

_sum is a temporary variable (used to improve readability of the function);
'from: to:', '+', 'zeroes', ',', 'at:' are all predefined operations in IDaSS.
Le. respectively a keyword, a binary operator, a unary operator and a keyword.
The + operator works only for variables with equal widths, so to add a one bit variable to
an eight bit variable the one bit variable must be extended with zeroes. Because addition in
IDaSS is a wrap around addition (overflow will not be detected by IDaSS) a special
construction must be used to be able to create a carry out value: the input variables A, Band
Cl are internally extended to 9 bits after which the addition will be performed, with this
mechanism the carry out bit is the 9th bit (bit no. 8) while the other 8 bits form the Youtput.
IDaSS provides a reasonable number of predefined operations, sufficient to model most
conceivable digital circuits.

5. State machine controller
A state machine controller can control all blocks, including itself, and is described by a
numbered sequence of separate states. Each state is described in the controller language,
which can be used to describe microprogrammed machines, as well as Moore and Mealy
state machines. Conditional program execution can only be based upon directly clocked test
points (e.g. register contents) because these points are stable during the evaluation of a state
description. Flow control commands, like 'jump' and 'call' can be given to determine which
state must be executed next. If no flow command is given, the next sequentially numbered
state will be executed.
An example of a state description for an imaginary microprocessor:

ALutoACCUoperation:
1 ALU enable: Youtput;
2 ACCU load;
[ IR from: 2 to: 4
3

%000 ALU or

"state label"
"enables output with name Youtput,
which is an output of the operator
block ALU"
"let
register
ACCU
execute
load
command"
"bits 2,3
and 4 of register IR
identifies operation to do"
"if bits 2,3 and 4 all are zero, then
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4

%001 ALU and

5

%Olx ALU xor

6

%101 .. %111 CY load

7
8

I
I

let operator ALU execute its 'or'
function"
"if only bit 2 is '1' then let operator
ALU execute it's 'and' function"
"if bit 3 is '1' and bit 4 is '0' then
let ALU execute 'xor' function"
"if value of bits 2, 3 and 4 is 5, 6 or
7 then let register CY execute load
command"

%101 ALU shiftleft
%111 ALU shiftright

] ;
-> fetchlnstr

"goto state fetchlnstr"

The control commands 1 and 2 will always be executed in this state, the commands 3 through
8 only when bits 2, and 4 of register IR have the appropriate value. E.g. if the value of these
bits is 5 (101) then both commands 'CY load' and 'ALU shiftleft' will be executed.
(note: if instead of 'CY load' a flow control command like '-> fetchAddress' would
be executed, the 'ALU shiftleft' command would not be executed!)

6. RAM
An IDaSS RAM models a (multiported) Random Access read/write Memory. The number
of read ports and write ports are essentially unlimited (a port is an address input plus data
input (write) or output (read)). Read ports can be fixed at a specific location, no address
input is used.
The contents of all RAM words following system reset can be defined by the user to be a
certain value, 'UNK' (=unknown) or 'HOLD' (RAM contents do not change). Like all other
IDaSS memory types, the size limits are 2048 words of 64 bits each.

7. ROM
The ROM (Read Only Memory) is a RAM without the possibility to have write ports, and
read ports may not be fixed. The contents do not change on a system reset.

8. FWO
The FIFO models a First-In First-Out memory. It has a single write port to add data words
at the 'tail' of the memory and a main read port to read the 'head' of the memory. Read
ports can be added at will: normal read ports (address input plus data output) or fixed read
ports (reads at a specific address). The head of the memory is address O.
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System reset will empty a FIFO.

9. LIFO
The LIFO models a Last-In First-Out memory (stack). It has a single write port to add data
words at the 'head' of the memory, and a main read port to read data from the 'head' of the
memory (address 0 = 'head'). Again, read ports can be added at will, normal read ports or
fixed read ports.
Some possible LIFO commands are 'push' and 'pop' (normal stack commands) but also
commands like 'swap' (swaps a value at the 'head' of the memory with the value just below
the 'head') and 'pushcopy' (pushes a copy of the 'head' into the LIFO) are legal commands.
System reset will empty a LIFO.

10. CAM
The Contents Addressable Memory (CAM) models a memory type where data words can be
addressed by comparing bits in these words with a given reference word.
Though this is a sophisticated type of memory it is rarely used and therefore not (yet)
implemented in the IDaSS_to_ELLA conversion. For more information about this memory
type see the IDaSS manual.

11. Schematic
A schematic may consist of all other blocks and other schematics. Its purpose is to group
together blocks, to be able to make a hierarchical design. Superconnectors can be used to
connect schematics to other blocks and/or schematics.

Example of an IDaSS design:
The 8048 processor, designed at the Digital Systems Group of the Eindhoven University of
Technology, is given as an example of the layout of an IDaSS design (see figure 4). For a
complete description of this IDaSS design see [MAES90]. This design serves as a 'vehicle'
for the IDaSS to ELLA conversion, i.e. the IDaSS to ELLA conversion program will be
designed to handle this IDaSS design merely to show (or contradict) that such a conversion
is at least possible for a substantial subclass of all IDaSS designs.
Note: IDaSS is capable of modelling and simulating more complicated processors than this
example may illustrate.
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3. ELLA: A modelling and simulation environment
Note: This chapter is not an ELLA user guide. It is merely intended as a description of
ELLA for those who are unacquainted with it. For a more complete description of ELLA,
one is referred to the ELLA user's manual or the ELLA tutorial.

3.1 What is ELLA?

ELLA is an integrated hardware design system
a simulator and several other packages. When
language is meant, unless stated otherwise.
explained in this Chapter, knowledge of the
understanding this report.

which consists of a language and its compiler,
ELLA is mentioned in this report, the ELLA
Only the ELLA language will be shortly
other ELLA packages is not necessary for

The ELLA language, which is a hardware design and description language (HDDL), is used
for describing circuits. It is a parallel language, i.e. all commands are executed in parallel,
which describes the nodes and connections in a circuit network and the signals flowing
between the nodes. ELLA can describe hardware at various stages of the VLSI design cycle,
from the architectural level to the gate level. Though it is meant primarily for the design,
specification and modelling of digital circuits, it can also be used to model the behaviour of
analogue circuits or systems containing a mixture of analogue and digital circuitry. This
illustrates the capabilities of ELLA.

3.2 Short introduction to ELLA.

ELLA describes a circuit as a network of nodes (or boxes) connected by wires. Signals are
transmitted down these wires and are transformed by the nodes. The type of a signal defines
the range of values that the signal may take. A wire can carry only one type of signal.
Hierarchy can be introduced by decomposing a node into a network of sub-nodes. Each node
has one or more inputs and outputs and is described by a function declaration - the basic
ELLA building block. A wire is defined when an output of a node is joined to an input of
a node carrying the same type of signal. The function declaration specifies the
transformations to be carried out on the input signals to produce the output signals.
A signal is described by its type declaration, e.g. a three-valued boolean signal can have
= NEW (t I f Ix) as type declaration (t = true, f = false, x = unknown).
It is also possible to define a range of integers for describing a signal:
TYPE bool
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TYPE

address = NEW add/(O .. 65535),
data = NEW dat/(-l28 .. 127).

These are ELLA integers. An ELLA integer is a normal integer attached to a name or tag.
In this way a signal of 'addll00' is distinct from a signal of 'dati 100', and therefore wires
carrying the respective signals may not be connected.

It is also possible to group types, of the same type, like in

TYPE eight_bool

=

[8]bool,

which is equivalent to
(bool,bool,bool,bool,bool,bool,bool,bool),

or group different types, like in
TYPE instruction = (opcode, address).
(opcode and address must be declared before this declaration)

A function describes a node of the circuit network. If the node is a primitive one, i.e. it
doesn't contain any nodes, one can suffice with the CASE or ARITH statement.
Example of a function with a CASE statement:
FN NOR = (bool: inputl, input2) -> bool:
CASE (inputl, input2)
OF
(f,f)
t,
(t,bool) I (bool,t)
f
ELSE x
ESAC.
(end of example)

Both inputs and the output of this function NOR are of type bool (as previous declared). The
CASE statement states that if both inputs are false (f) the output will be true (t). If one of
the inputs is true, while the other input may be any value of type bool, the output will be
false. If none of these input conditions is met, e.g. in case of a false and unknown (x) input,
then the output will be unknown.
Example of a function with an ARITH statement:
TYPE int8
intl6

=
=

i8/(O .. 255),
il6/(O .. 65535).
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FN MULT = (intS: a b) -> int16:
ARITH a * b.
(end of example)
Sub-nodes can be connected to each other with the MAKE/JOIN statements or with the LET
statement.
Example of a function which computes (a AND b) OR (c AND d):
(assumption: AND and OR are already defined)
FN EXAMPLEl = (bool: a b c d) -> bool:
BEGIN
MAKE AND: andl and2,
OR: or.
JOIN (a,b) -> andl,
(c,d) -> and2,
(andl,and2) -> or.
OUTPUT or
END.
Or the same function implemented with the LET statement:
FN EXAMPLE2 = (bool: a b c d) -> bool:
BEGIN
LET outl = AND(a,b),
out2 = AND (c, d) ,
out3 = OR(outl,out2) .
OUTPUT out3
END.
(end of example)

Some other ELLA statements and structures:
- To model an element which introduces a delay, like a register, the DELAY statement can
be used.
- The BEGIN SEQ ••. END construction can be used to denote a block with statements
which must be executed in the given order. Normally all statements are executed in
parallel. Within a sequence variables can be initialized and values can be assigned to them.
The STATE VAR statement initializes a variable only the first time the sequence is
processed and can thus be used for keeping track of the current state. The VAR statement
initializes a temporary variable each time the sequence is processed.
- With associated signals one can model signals at a higher level, e.g.
busS = NEW ( undriven I driven&ints )
BusS is undriven or it is driven and carries an ints-signal.
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- Macros are declared with the MAC statement. Macros can be recursive and can operate on
different types of signals. Example:
declaration heading:
MAC REG{TYPE type}

=

(bool: clock, type: input) -> type

invocation:
MAKE REG{ [8]bool } : reg. #create 8 bits register#
JOIN (clock, inpl) -> reg. #connect to inputs of reg#
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4. CYNTHIA-E: A logic synthesis system
4.1 Introduction
CYNTHIA-E is a logic synthesis system developed by P-ASIC, Philips Hilversum, which
handles two levels of logic synthesis:
1. Register transfer level to Boolean equations;
2. Boolean equations to gate-level.
Levell is covered by ELLASYN, which uses an ELLA-design as input and produces a
description in which only boolean equations and specific cells (like flip-flops) of the required
technology appear. Level 2 is covered by OMA (Optimiser and MAtcher) which uses the
output of ELLASYN to produce an optimised gate-level network in the required technology.
The output of OMA can be converted into e.g. a Mentor Graphics readable format for
simulation at gate-level. The OMA description can also be converted back into an ELLA
description for verification of the implementation against the original description.
Figure 5 shows the CYNTHIA-E system.

4.2 ELLASYN

ELLASYN is that part of CYNTHIA-E which synthesizes the ELLA design. It supports most
ELLA constructs and is able to synthesize high-level ELLA descriptions. It is also possible
to instruct CYNTHIA-E not to alter an efficient ELLA gate-level description, so that
efficiency is not lost.

Some features of ELLASYN:
- ELLASYN generates simplified boolean equations, making them free of redundancy (a
requirement for testability).
- Any unused circuitry will be removed automatically from the circuit.
- ELLASYN translates abstract signals, such as enumeration-type signals (like bool = NEW
( f i t ) ) into an array of bit-level signals. ELLASYN determines how many bits are
necessary to describe a signal, and assign codes to the enumeration values.
- The use of ELLA macros is supported by ELLASYN.
- ELLASYN supports a large set of logic and arithmetic operators.
- The ELLASYN support library provides primitives such as registers. These register
primitives eliminate the need for ELLA DELAY statements.
- An ELLA function can be marked as a leaf function, thereby excluding it from synthesis.
This is useful for functions which are already synthesized or if a function has been
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implemented by another tool, such as a RAM generator.
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Constructs which are not supported by ELLASYN:
- RAM statement.
RAMs and ROMs must be generated by separate tools. Any functions or macros containing
the RAM statement are treated as leaf functions.
- ARITH statement.
Functions containing the ARITH statement are treated as leaf functions. The same
functionality can be obtained using BIOPs.
- SEQ statement.
ELLASYN can't synthesize ELLA sequences directly. However, there is an option which
converts ELLA sequences into concurrent ELLA. If the STATE VAR-statement is not
used, but ELLASYN registers instead, then ELLA sequences will be converted correctly.
- DELAY statement.
Use an ELLASYN register instead.
- Associated signals are not supported by ELLASYN.
- Certain BIOPs (Built_In OPerators), provided by ELLA v4.0, are not supported by
ELLASYN.

The before mentioned features must be taken in consideration while constructing an ELLA
implementation of an IDaSS design. The not supported ELLA constructs must be avoided if
possible. The RAM statement however may be used to be able to simulate the ELLA
implementation. When using ELLASYN this RAM function is regarded a leaf function and
is not synthesized. A separate RAM generator must be used to implement RAM.
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5. IDaSS to ELLA conversion
5.1 Why IDaSS to ELLA conversion?

IDaSS is an efficient and easy to learn design and simulation tool for designing digital
systems at RT-level. To create a gate-level design out of the IDaSS-design must be done by
hand. This has some obvious disadvantages:
1. The profit of the short IDaSS design-time is lost,
2. The transformation may introduce extra errors,
3. The transformation must be 'reinvented' every time.
To overcome these disadvantages a number of solutions are possible, among which:
1. Use another high-level design tool for which a logic synthesis system already exists
(like ELLA);
2.
Create a logic synthesis system for IDaSS;
3. Convert an IDaSS design into a description of another tool for which a logic synthesis
system exists.
ad 1. This is not a real solution because this 'solution' disregards the advantages of IDaSS
(easy to learn, user-friendly, efficient).
ad 2. A realistic possibility, but requires a lot of work and re-invention of many solutions
for logic synthesis problems.
ad 3. Many problems involving logic synthesis are avoided (these are already solved for
other design tools) and the amount of work is relatively small because the level of
abstraction need hardly be changed. A requirement is that all IDaSS 'primitive
elements' can be expressed in the language of that other tool.
So solution 3 is chosen with the ELLA language being the 'target language' in which an
IDaSS design must be described.

5.2 How lDaSS to ELLA conversion?

The first thing to do is to retrieve all necessary circuit information from the IDaSS design
file because not all information is explicitly available in that file; e.g. a state machine
controller controls other blocks without explicit wires to be connected to these blocks. In
ELLA, as in hardware, these wires must be explicitly available, so, among others, control
signal-types must be defined for each block controlled by a state machine controller.
In Appendix 1 a list with all information to be known is given. With this information
available for each block, predefined ELLA functions and macros from a library can be
adjusted and used to build the appropriate ELLA function representing a block.
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5.2.1 How to model an IDaSS register in ELLA?

An IDaSS register can, to a certain extent, be configured by the user. For all possibilities of
an IDaSS register one is referred to the IDaSS manual.
Though an IDaSS register always contains a 'semaphore' bit, it is not always used. This
holds also for some simple operations like 'increment'; every IDaSS register can perform
these operations, but not all possible operations are always used for every register. It is a
waste of chip area to implement a register with facilities that are not used by the design! So,
though it would be possible to implement a universal IDaSS register in ELLA, which would
be capable of executing all IDaSS register operations, it would give a far from optimal result.
For every used IDaSS register all used register commands must be found, after which the
right ELLA register implementation can be constructed (see appendix 1 for a list of all
variables necessary for constructing an IDaSS register).

Example of a register conversion:
Suppose the following characteristics of register 'JR' are found:
- the register is 8 bits wide;
- the default function is 'hold';
- the only other used function is 'load';
- the semaphore bit is not used;
- the value after reset is 0;
- the register has one input and one tri-state output (default is disabled).
As can be seen by the previous register description the following in- and outputs must be
available in the ELLA description:
- data input, 8 bits wide;
- control input, for selecting register function;
- control tri-state input;
- reset control input;
- data output, 8 bits wide.
So the following type declarations are necessary:
TYPE

bool
= NEW ( f I t ),
ir ctrltype
= NEW ( ir hold
trI output ctrltype = NEW ( disable
reset_ctrltype
= NEW ( noreset

I
I
I

ir load ),
enable ),
reset ).

To represent the delay introduced by a register ELLA provides the DELAY statement.
However, as mentioned in the previous chapter, ELLASYN doesn't support the DELAY
statement. Instead the register macro, provided by ELLASYN, with the following heading,
must be used:
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MAC REG{ TYPE type } = (bool : ck, type : d) -> type:

This macro requires a clock input signal, which implies that the IDaSS register expressed in
an ELLA function also requires a clock input.
To model a tri-state output in ELLA a three valued boolean signal can be used:
TYPE three bool = NEW ( f I t I z ).
f = false
t = true
z = floating.
However, this would lead to an incorrect implementation because ELLASYN transforms the
type three_ bool into a 2-bit value:
f --> 00
t -- > 01
z -- > 10,
which is a wrong interpretation of the type three_bool.
Using a bus resolution algorithm solves two problems:
1. the modelling of tri-states;
2. the modelling of buses.
An example of a bus and its resolution algorithm:
FN BUS 1

= (tri ctrl

CASE t1
enable: 01
ELSE CASE t2
OF enable
ESAC
ESAC.

t1 t2,
: 01 02) -> [8]bool:

[8]bool
OF

02

Now the ELLA function-heading can be composed:
FN REGISTER 1 = ([8]bool
ir ctrltype
reset ctrltype:
bool -

input,
ctrl,
res,
clock) -> [8]bool:

Figure 6 shows a schematic of a possible implementation of the register. The ELLA code of
that implementation is:
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BEGIN
MAKE REG{[8]bool} : reg delay.
JOIN (clock, CASE res OF reset : (f, f, f , f, f , f , f , f)
ELSE CASE ctrl
OF t : input,
# load #
f : reg_delay # hold #
ESAC
ESAC) -> reg_delay.
OUTPUT reg_delay
END.

ctrl reset

input
r-

I

~B

output

register

Figure 6
Schematic of register
(without bus resolution function)

The bus resolution function cannot be determined unless all outputs connected to that bus are
known. An ELLA macro implementing a bus resolution algorithm could be:
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MAC BUS{INT a n w}
IF a
THEN

ELSE

=

=

([n]tri output ctrltype : ctrl,
[n][w]bool :-in) -> [w]bool:

n

CASE ctrl[a]
OF enable: inCa]
ELSE [w]?bool
ESAC.
CASE ctrl[a]
OF enable: inCa]
ELSE BUS{a+l, n, w} ctrl in
ESAC.

Fl.
with:
a = invocation number;
n = number of block outputs connected to bus;
w = width of bus.
Appendix 2 contains examples of a register and bus function.

5.2.2 How to model an IDaSS buffer in ELLA?
An IDaSS buffer models an asynchronous unidirectional tri-state bus buffer. The only user
defined options are the width of the buffer and the default state of the tri-state output
(enabled or disabled).
Example: an 8 bits IDaSS buffer in ELLA:

FN BUFFER = (bool: clock, [8]bool: in) -> [8]bool:
BEGIN
MAKE REG{[8]bool} : delay.
JOIN (clock, in) -> delay.
OUTPUT delay
END.
As mentioned in the previous section, the tri-state output is not modelled inside the function
BUFFER, but modelled together with a model of the bus in a bus function.

5.2.3 How to model an lDaSS constant generator in ELLA?
An IDaSS constant generator can generate a constant for the current clock period by the
'setto: <value>' command, if no such command is given, it generates an 'UNK' output
value (i.e. output value is unknown). The output may be a tri-state output.
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Generating 'UNK' as default makes a simple optimisation possible: choose one of the defined
values as default output (no matter which one). This same optimisation can be done for an
unspecified operator output (an operator may also generate an 'UNK' value as default
output). However, for a better ELLA simulation it is preferable to use the ELLA feature of
specifying an unknown value: ?<type>.

Example of ELLA description of a constant generator:
- output is continuous;
- the constant generator must be able to generate the values 8 and 16;
(width of control input must be 2 bits)
- width of output connector is 8 bits.
FN CaNST GEN = ([2]bool: ctrl) -> [8]bool:
CASE ctrI
OF (f,t):

(f,f,f,f,t,f,f,f),
(t,f): (f,f,f,t,f,f,f,f)
ELSE [8]?bool

ESAC.

5.2.4 How to model an lDaSS operator in ELLA?

An IDaSS operator can model a wide variety of components, such as a multiplexer or a
floating point ALU. It may be obvious that an almost infinite number of different operators
could be modelled. A general method of converting an operator into an ELLA description
is therefore difficult to realize.
The schematic of an operator can look like figure 7. As can be seen the operator functions
are represented by separate blocks and the 'decoder' and 'multiplexer' blocks are added to
be able to create an ELLA function representing the operator. The value on the control
connector input selects the function to be executed.
The structure of the ELLA function describing an operator becomes:
FN <operatorname>

= «datainputs>, <control input»
-> <dataoutputs>:

CASE <control input> OF

<functionnamel>
<functionname2>

<functiondescriptionl>,
<functiondescription2>,

<functionnarnex>

<functiondescriptionx>

ESAC.

The CASE statement models the decoder and it appears that the multiplexers (see fig. 7) need
not be explicitly modelled in ELLA: Each functiondescription ends with an OUTPUT
statement in which the outputs of the function are assigned to the operator outputs. If a
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function has less outputs than an operator has (very common) then the unused outputs are
given the unknown value ?<type> (in IDaSS an unknown value is represented by 'UNK').
A function itself can sometimes also be divided in blocks as the following example illustrates.
Description of an IDaSS operator function (which executes an Add_with_carry operation):

_sum := (J zeroes, A) + (J zeroes, B) + (8 zeroes, CJ).
Y : = _sum from: 0 to 7.
CO := _sum at: 8.
In figure 8 the division into ELLA functions is shown.
The ELLA functions shown in figure 8 are implemented as follows:
EXPAND 8 9: LET hlp 1
hlp=2
EXPAND 1 9: LET hlp 1
hlp=)

=
=

f,
CONCAT{l 8} (hlp_l,<input».

=

(f,f,f,f,f,f,f,f),
CONCAT{8 I} (hlp_I, <input>} .

Cin
r-

,.--

Add C

I----

-

I - - r-

'--

out

mux1

In1
~

in2

r-

Add

-

l - f-

mux2

I

I
decoder

Sub

I

~~

I Operator

I
I

ctrl
Figure 7
Schematic of an operator
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Cout

The macro Add for implementing Addl and Add2 is built using another block, the fulladder:

FN FULLADDER = ([3]bool: ip) -> [2]bool:
CASE ip
OF (f,f,f): (f,f),
(f,f,t): (t,f),
(f,t,f): (t,f),
(f,t,t): (fit),
(t,f,f): (t,f),
(t,f,t): (f,t),
(t,t,f): (f,t),
(t,t,t): (t,t)
ELSE [2]?bool
ESAC.

in1

expB 9

f--

f--

in2

Cln

add1
expB_9

-

,J~

I--

out

I--

Cout

add2

exp1 9

Add_with_Carry
Figure 8
Function Add_with carry

MAC ADD {INT w} = ([w]bool: inl in2) -> [w]bool:
BEGIN
MAKE [w]FULLADDER: fulladd.
LET carry = ([INT k=2 .. w] fulladd[k][2]) CONC f.
FOR INT k=l .. w JOIN (inl[k], in2[k], carry[k]) -> fUlladd[k],
OUTPUT ([INT k=l .. w] fulladd[k][l])
END.
NOTE: The elements of an ELLA-row, like [8]bool, are numbered from left to right starting
at I, while normal bit-numbering (which is also the case in IDaSS) is from right to left
starting at O. For some of the ELLA macros, like ADD, the bit-numbering is important, for
other ELLA macros, like CONCAT, the bit-numbering doesn't matter.
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The total Add_with_carry functiondescription now becomes:

LET hlp 1 = f,
hlp-2 = CONCAT{l 8} (hlp_1,A),
hlp-3 = f,
hlp-4 = CONCAT{l 8} (hlp_3,B),
hlp-5 = ADD{ 9 } (hlp 2,hlp 3),
hlp-G = (f,f,f,f,f,f,!,f), hlp-7 = CONCAT{8 1} (hlp_G,CI),
u_sum = ADD{ 9 } (hlp_5,hlp_7),
Y = FROMTO{9 0 7 8} u_sum,
co = ATCONST{9 8} u sum.
OUTPUT (y, co, [8]?bool)
t
Output of operator not used by function Add_with_carry.

Though this is a correct ELLA description of the given IDaSS operator function, a better
implementation would be:

FN _SUM = ([8]bool: a b, bool: ci) -> ([8]bool,bool):
BEGIN
MAKE [8] FULLADDER: fulladd.
LET carry = [INT k=1 .. 7] fulladd[k] [2] CONC ci.
FOR INT k=1 .. 8 JOIN (a[k],b[k],ci) -> fulladd[l].
OUTPUT ([INT k=1 .. 8] fulladd[k] [1), fulladd[8] [2])
END.

This last implementation makes no use of the EXPAND and the ADD functions because these
are not necessary to implement an 8 bit add with carry function in ELLA. The first
implementation is derived from the IDaSS description in a way it could be automised. The
second implementation is derived with the knowledge that the IDaSS description represents
an add with carry function, after which the ELLA function was created (by hand)
immediately. So the first implementation can easily be achieved automatically, however to
automatically obtain the second one is more difficult.
Appendix 2 contains an example of an IDaSS operator description and the automatically
obtained ELLA description.

5.2.5 How to model lDaSS RAM and ROM in ELLA?

An IDaSS RAM is a usual Random Access Memory with the ability to have more than one
read port and one write port and to have fixed read ports. A normal read port has an address
input and a data output, a fixed read port has a fixed address (no address input necessary)
and a data output. A write port has an address and a data input and can be given two
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commands: 'write' or 'nowrite' (one of which is default).
ELLA provides a standard model of a RAM, as is demonstrated in the next ELLA function:
TYPE data = NEW dat/(O .. 65535),
address = NEW ad/(O .. 255),
writeenable = NEW (onloff).
FN DATARAM = (data,address#wr#,address#rd#,writeenable)->data:
RAM(dat/O) .

This ELLA function models a RAM with one read and one write port.
However, the ELLA RAM function requires both address inputs to be ELLA integers while
all data and address values so far are represented as arrays of bits. To be able to use the RAM
statement address signals must be converted from an array of bits into ELLA integers, a
'DI A'-converter can be used for this. A possible ELLA converter macro is:
MAC CNV{INT n W, TYPE ty} = ([n]bool: inb, ty: ini) -> ty:
IF (w+l)<n THEN
CASE inb[w+l] OF
f : CNV{n,w+l,ty} ([INT k=l .. n-l] inb[k], MULT2{ty} ini) I
t : CNV{n,w+l,ty} ([INT k=l. .n-l] inb[k], MULT2{ty} (INC{ty}
ini»
ESAC
ELSE
CASE inb[n] OF
f

:

ini,

t : INC{ty} ini
ESAC
Fl.
n = width of input in bits;
w = must be zero in first invocation;
t = ELLA integer type capable of representing n bits numbers;
inb = array of bits to convert into an integer;
ini = must be zero in first invocation;
The output is an ELLA integer of type t.
It is easy to model a multiported RAM, e.g. a two-port RAM, in ELLA:

FN TWO PORT RAM = (data:d, address:write readl read2,
writeenable:en)->[2]data:
(DATARAM(d,write,readl,en), DATARAM(d,write,read2,en».

A fixed read port can be modelled in ELLA by replacing a variable read address with a fixed
read address (constant). A ROM can be modelled by always disabling tne write port and
using a dummy write address- and data-input. Examples of RAM and ROM functions can
be found in appendix 2.
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Though ELLASYN can't synthesize a RAM function, it is useful to convert an IDaSS RAM
into an ELLA RAM for simulation purposes. A gate-level implementation of a RAM must
be created by a RAM generator.

5.2.6 How to model an lDaSS state machine controller in ELLA?

An IDaSS state machine controller consists of a number of states described in textual form.
In each state control signals can be generated (conditionally) and the next state can be
determined (see e.g. section 2.2 point 5).
The main body of the ELLA description of the state machine controller consists of a CASE
statement selecting the state, like:

BEGIN SEQ
STATE VAR statename INIT (startstate)
VAR <control signals initialisation>
CASE statename OF
startstate
<state description>
fetchinstr : <state description>
ESAC
OUTPUT <control signals>

(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

END.
ad 1. The STATE VAR statement is not supported by ELLASYN so an ELLASYN register
must be used instead. This requires a separate initialisation to set the statename to
'startstate' at the first time a sequence is processed. See also section 5.2.6.2.
ad 2. The VAR statement initialises temporary variables each time the sequence is
processed. Each temporary variable is a block-control-signal or a tri-state-outputcontrol-signal. The initialisation sets the signals to their default value.
ad 3. The <state description> is the ELLA translation of the IDaSS state machine
controller language for each state (see next section).
ad 4. If a control signal is not altered during a sequence, the default value is output, else
the by a <state description> changed signal is output.

5.2.6.1 State description

A <state description> consists of conditional blocks and unconditional commands.
Conditional blocks contain an expression part which defines the value to be checked, and
several test parts (chooser values) with command groups. A command group will be executed
when it's test part evaluates to true. Such a command group may contain conditional blocks
and unconditional commands. This way conditional blocks can be nested.
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Unconditional commands like
ACCU load;
ALU enable: Youtput;
will be converted into something like
ACCU ctrl := load;
ALU tri Youtput := enable.

-

-

A conditional block will be converted into an ELLA CASE statement. However, in a
conditional block the chooser values need not be disjoint, i.e. more than one case can
evaluate to 'true'. An ELLA CASE statement doesn't allow more than one value to evaluate
to 'true'. To solve this inconvenience all chooser values must be compared to each other and
new command groups must be created for each chooser value to obtain a case statement with
disjoint chooser values.

Example of condition block conversion:
Given a condition block which is part of a state description:
[

IR from: 3 to: 4

1
I
I
I

%00, %01 CY load
ALU shiftleft
%00
ALU shiftright
%01
ALU
or
%10

I
I
I
I

]

A valid ELLA implementation could be:

LET hlp = FROMTO{ 8, 3, 4, 2 } IR.
CASE hlp OF
( CY ctrl := load;
(f,f)
ALU ctrl := shiftleft),
( CY ctrl := load;
(f,t)
ALU ctrl := shiftright)
ALu-ctrl := or
(t , f)
ESAC.

I

FROMTO is a macro which extracts bits 3 and 4 from the 8 bit register IR.
MAC FROMTO{ INT nab p } = ([n]bool:in) -> [p)bool:
«(INT k =(n-b) .. (n-a)] in[k).
(end of example)
One may notice that the order of the chooser values must be taken in consideration in
building the ELLA CASE statement. All statements within a sequence are processed in the
given order, this holds also for an IDaSS condition block. At the end of each command-
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group and at the end of each state description a flow command may be given. This flow
command determines the next state of the state machine controller. In IDaSS a flow
command causes the state machine controller to go to the indicated state 'immediately', so
commands following such a flow command will not be processed.

Example:
ACCU load;
[ ACCU
I 0 -> start
I
ALU add
]

ALU enable: Yout;
If ACCU is zero then ALU
description therefore is:

enable: Yout

will not be executed. A wrong ELLA

ACCU ctrl := load;
CASE-ACCU OF
(f,f,f,f,f,f,f,f): statename:= start,
ELSE ALU ctrl := add
ESAC.
ALU tri Yout := enable;
(ALu_tri_Yout := enable will always be executed in this description, no matter what
value ACCU holds)
To solve this problem each IDaSS state description must be converted into an ELLA state
description with at the most one CASE statement (nested CASE statements may occur)
followed by no commands at all (not even a flow command). A correct ELLA description
of the given example then becomes:
ACCU ctrl := load;
CASE-ACCU OF
(f,f,f,f,f,f,f,f): statename.- start
ELSE ALU ctrl := add,
ALU-tr Yout := enable
ESAC.
This solution may result in a huge ELLA description of a state because it is possible that
large parts of the ELLA code are repeated a number of times by applying the before
mentioned construction method. An example of an explosive increase in state description: an
IDaSS state description of the 8048 microprocessor took more than 150 lines of text, after
conversion the ELLA description took more than 1800 lines! Though this may seem to result
in an inefficient implementation, ELLASYN will most likely be able to optimise the low
level description because of the frequent repetitions of pieces of code. (notice: after
redesigning the IDaSS 8048 microprocessor, the complete ELLA code was just over 1100
lines long, while the first design took over 2800 lines of ELLA code!)
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Some optimisation of the ELLA code can be achieved by looking whether an IDaSS condition
block contains a flow command or not. If it does not contain a flow command, then it is
obvious that the mentioned construction method need not be applied.

5.2.6.2 Replacing the STATE VAR statement

A STATE VAR statement in a sequence initialises a variable only the first time the sequence
is processed. It can be used for declaring a variable which holds the current state. But
ELLASYN does not support this statement. A register can be used instead, if care is taken
of the initialisation of that register.
Example:
FN STATE REG = (bool: clock, reset ctrltype: res,
statenarne_ctrltype: in) -> statenarne_ctrltype:
BEGIN
MAKE REG{statename ctrltype}: reg delay.
JOIN (clock, CASE res
OF reset : <first state>
ELSE in
ESAC) -> reg_delay.
OUTPUT reg_delay
END.

5.3 Creating ELLA function representing schematic

So far all IDaSS blocks are converted into ELLA functions. These functions must be
connected in order to obtain the ELLA equivalent of the IDaSS schematic.
In ELLA functions can be connected using the MAKE and JOIN pair. The MAKE statement
declares nodes to be of a certain predefined function. The JOIN statement joins outputs of
one or more nodes to the inputs of one other node. It is not possible to connect more than
one output to one input with the JOIN statement. As mentioned in section 5.2.1 bus
functions are necessary to achieve this. These bus functions can be treated as normal
functions and thus a schematic function consists only of MAKE/ JOIN statements.
IDaSS superconnectors define the in- and outputs of a schematic and determine therefore the
in- and outputs of the ELLA function. If registers are used inside a schematic, the ELLA
function also requires a clock and reset_ctrl input.
An example of an ELLA function representing a schematic can be found in Appendix 2.
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5.4 The program ItEe vO.1
The program ItEe (lDaSs to ELLA conversion) reads an IDaSS design file and converts it
into an ELLA description using the methods described in this report. Version 0.1 is only
capable of converting a small subclass of IDaSS designs. For more information on the
program ItEe see 'ftEc vO.l program documentation'. This documentation contains among
others the following items:
- which IDaSS features are supported;
- user guide;
- most procedure headings with comments;
- the ELLA macros used by ItEe.
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6. Conclusions
As mentioned in chapter 1 automation of formal verification is very difficult to achieve.
Automatic formal verification systems currently available have required many man-years of
research and are not satisfactory at all. Therefore attention was focused on an other way to
improve the design process of electronic (digital) circuits: creating automatic conversion of
IDaSS-designs into ELLA-code so automatic logic synthesis will be available for IDaSSdesigns.
IDaSS is a powerful tool for designing all kinds of digital synchronous circuits but because
ELLA is a versatile language conversion of IDaSS-designs into ELLA-code appeared to be
possible, at least for a large subclass of IDaSS-designs. The showed method of conversion
however can result in slightly less efficient ELLA-code, as shown with the example of the
Add_with_Carry operator function in section 5.2.4. It can be noted that it is possible to
replace an (inefficient) automatically generated ELLA-function with an efficient hand-made
one, if efficiency is very important.
More serious problems were caused by the difference between IDaSS condition blocks (used
in describing a state machine controller) and ELLA CASE-statements, as well as the way
IDaSS handles flow commands (also used in state machine controller descriptions). These
problems could be solved using repetitions of pieces of ELLA-code, which makes the total
ELLA-code of the IDaSS design less efficient, but does not necessarily mean a less efficient
low level implementation of that design because CYNTHIA-E, the logic synthesis system for
ELLA-descriptions, performs some optimisation.
The restrictions imposed by ELLASYN, part ofCYNTHIA-E (see chapter 4), on ELLA-code
were not of great influence on the resulting conversion method.

6.1 Recommendations for further research
The program ItEe (version 0.1) can convert most used IDaSS blocks into ELLA-code. Useful
extensions of this program would be:
user-friendliness;
capability of handling sub-schematics and thus also superconnectors (should not be
difficult, but requires some work because a state machine controller can also control
blocks inside other schematics);
capability of handling control connectors;
conversion of several other IDaSS features currently not supported by ItEc, like:
blocks controlled by more than one state machine controller;
signals (semaphores);
buffers and constant generators (only partly implemented yet);
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controller control;
stacks used in state machine controllers.
Other areas which deserve some attention are the optimisation of IDaSS operators (see
example in section 5.2.4) and the capability of automatic generation of low level
implementations of IDaSS memories. The RAM and ROM conversion showed in section
5.2.5 served only simulation purposes. Low level implementation of memory blocks have to
be generated separately by RAM-generators. It would be useful if these could also be
generated directly from IDaSS.
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Appendix 1
Information to be retrieved from an IDaSS design file.
version 0.1

1. Input connector
name
width
2. Output connector
name
width
tri-state (+ default state) or continuous

3. Control connector
name
width
description

4. Function (of an operator)
name
description
output names of function

5. Bus
name
block outputs connected to bus (blockname and name of output)
block inputs connected to bus (blockname and name of input)
6. Register
name
width
is semaphore bit ever used?
is synchronous reset ever used?
value after synchronous reset
value after asynchronous reset
default operation of register
all used register operations
in- and outputnames
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7. Buffer
name
width
in- and outputnames
8. Operator
name
all input names
all output names
all functions
default function
9. State machine controller
name
is stack used?
number of states
description of each state
does controller halt on reset?
commands to state machine controller itself
10. RAM
name
all read ports
addresses of fixed read ports
all write ports
number of words in ram
width of word in ram
value of ram contents after asynchronous reset
11. ROM
name
all read ports
number of words in rom
width of word in rom
12. Constant generator
name
width
all constants to be generated
LIFO, FIFO and CAM will not be implemented for the time being.
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Appendix 2
This appendix contains examples of converted IDaSS blocks. All blocks are from the IDaSS
design of the 8048 microprocessor (see chapter 2, fig 4).
First the IDaSS design file description is given for each example, after which the automatic
obtained ELLA code is displayed. Notice that the ELLA TYPE declarations have no direct
IDaSS equivalents.
Omitted parts are indicated by

The ELLA TYPE declarations
TYPE

boo I

reset_ctrltype
int6
int12
tri_output_ctrltype

control_statetype

= NEW
= NEW
= NEW

( f i t >.
( noreset I reset >.
i6/(O .• 63>.
NEW i12/(O .. 4095>.
= NEW ( enable I disable >.

=

= NEW

( pcop_inc I pcop_loadlo I pcop_readlo
pcoPJeadhi I pcop_loadhi >.

= NEW
= NEW

( pc_load: pc_hold >.
( control fetch
control:exec3

control_exec1 I control_exec2
control_exec4 >.

Ex. 1 An lDaSS state machine controller
#StateControl CONTROL
S1 2 1 1 goto nc 0 0 0 0 0 0
P1
"'Fetch instruction and increment PC:"
'fetch:
'ROM enable;
load;
, IR
'PCOP inc;
'PC
load;
,-> exec1
P2
,'''First decode/execute state:"
'exec1:

••.••.

P3
,, "Second decode/execute state:"
'exec2:

• [ IR

, I txxx10100
,
,
,

"CALL:"
PCOP
readhi;
PCOP
enable;
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ADDRGEN stinc
RAM
write
PS\KlP stinc
PS\J
load;
-> exec3
'I X100x0011
"RET & RETR:"
ADDRGEN stacie;
RAM
enable;
PCOP
loadlo;
PC
load;
-> exec3
, I XO010000x
, "XCH A,iilRx:"
ACCU enable;
ALU xfer;
ALU enable;
LATCH load;
-> exec3
, I XO001000x
"INC iilRx:"
ADDRGEN addr;
RAM
enable;
LATCH
load;
-> exec4
'1 X01xxOOOx, X1101000x
, "Indirect ORL, ANL, ADD, ADDC,
XRL operations:"
ADDRGEN addr;
RAM
enable;
TEMP
load;
-> exec4
'i X11101xxx
"DJNZ Rx:"
LATCH enable;
ALU
dec;
ALU
enable;
ADDRGEN reg;
RAM
write;
[ latch = 1
I 1 "Decremented to 0:"
PCOP
inc;
PC
load;
-> fetch
o "Not decremented to 0:"
-> exec3
']

P4
,'''Third decode/execute state:"
'exec3:

P5

,"'Fourth

decode/execute state:"

'exec4:
.StateControl CONTROL

ELLA code of ex. 1
FN CONTROL =
( control statetype control_statename_in,
[8]bool- ir,
[8]bool
latch,
[8] boo l
psw,
[8] bool
accu) ->
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tri_output_ctrltype, ir_ctrltype, pcop_ctrltype, tri_output_ctrltype,
pc_ctr l type, addrgen_ctrltype, ram_input_ctr l type, tri_output_ctrltype,
pswop_ctrltype, tri_output_ctrltype, psw_ctrltype, tri_output_ctrltype,
accu_ctr l type, alu_ctrltype, tri_output_ctrltype, addr_ctrltype,
temp_etrltype, latch_ctrltype, tri_output_etrltype, eontrol_statetype ):
BEGIN SEQ
VAR
control statename
rom outetrl
ir etrl
pcop_ctrl
pcop_boetr l
pe_etrl
addrgen ctrl
ram inctrl
ram-outctrl
pswop_ctrl
pswop_boctrl
psw_ctrl
accu outctrl
accu-etrl
alu ctrl
alu-outctrl
addr ctrl
temp:ctrl
latch ctrl
latch:outctrl

= control statename in,
= disable;
= ir_hold,
= peop_inc,
= disable,
= pe hold,
= addrgen stack,
= nowrite;
=disable,
= pswop_stdec,
= disable,
= psw hold,
= disable,
= aceu hold,
= alu_xfer,
=disable,
= addr_hold,
= temp_hold,
latch hold,
= disable;

=

CASE control_statename OF
control fetch:
(
rom_outctrl:= enable;
ir_ctrl := ir_load;
pcop_ctrl := peop_inc;
pc_ctrl := pc_load;
control statename := control_exec1
),

-

control_exec1
(
control exec2
CASE ir OF
(f,t,f,t,f,t,f,f)
(f,f,f,t,f,t,f,f) I (f,f,t,t,f,t,f,f)
(t,t,f,t,f,t,f,f)
(t,f,f,t,f,t,f,f) I (t,f,t,t,f,t,f,f)
peop_ctrl := pcop_readhi;
pcop_boctrl := enable;
addrgen etrl := addrgen stinc;
ram inetrl := write; pswop_ctrl := pswop_stine;
psw_ctrl := psw_load;
control statename := control_exec3
),

-

(t,f,f,f,f,f,t,t) I (t,f,f,t,f,f,t,t)
addrgen ctrl := addrgen stack;
ram outetrl := enable; peop_ctrl := pcop_loadlo;
pe_ctrl := pc_load;
control statename := control_exec3
),

-

(f,f,t,f,f,f,f,f) : (f,f,t,f,f,f,f,t)
accu outctrl := enable;
alu etrl := alu xfer;
alu-outctrl := enable;
latch ctrl := latch load:
control statename :; control_exec3
),

-

(f,f,f,t,f,f,f,f) : (f,f,f,t,f,f,f,t)
addrgen ctrl := addrgen addr;
ram outetrl := enable; latch ctrl := latch load;
control_statename :; control_exec4
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(f,t,t,t,f,t,f,f)
(t,t,t,t,f,t,f,f)

)

,

(f,t,f,t,f,f,f,f)
(f,t,f,f,f,f,f,f)
(f,t,f,f,f,f,f,t)
(f,t,t,t,f,f,f,f)
(f,t,t,f,f,f,f,f)
(f,t,t,f,f,f,f,t)
(
(t,t,f,t,f,f,f,f)
(t,t,f,t,f,f,f,t)
addrgen_ctrl := addrgen_addr;
ram_outctrl := enable;
temp_ctrl := temp_load;
control statename := control eKec4

(f,t,f,t,f,f,f,t)
(f,t,t,t,f,f,f,t)

(t,t,t,f,t,f,t,f)
(t,t,t,f,t,f,f,f) 'I (t,t,t,f,t,f,f,t)
(t,t,t,f,t,t,f,f)
(t,t,t,f,t,t,f,t)
(t,t,t,f,t,t,t,f)
latch outctrl := enable;
alu_ctrl := alu_dec;
alu_outctrl := enable;
addrgen ctrl := addrgen reg;
ram inctrl := write;
LET-hlp_O = ECUAL{ 8 ) (latch,(f,f,f,f,f,f,f,t».
CASE hlp_O OF

(t,t,t,f,t,f,t,t)
(t,t,t,f,t,t,t,t)

),

-

t

-

: (

pcop_ctrl := pcop_inc;
pc_ctrl := pc_load;
control statename := control_fetch
),

f

-

(

control statename := control_exec3
)

-

ELSE (
control statename := control_eKec3
)

-

ESAC
)

ELSE (
control_statename := control_eKec3
)

ESAC
),

control_eKec3
control_eKec4
ESAC;
OUTPUT( rom_outctrl, ir_ctrl, pcop_ctrl, pcop_boctrl,
pe_ctrl, addrgen_ctrl, ram_inctrl, ram_outctrl,
pswop_ctrl, pswop_boctrl, psw_ctrl, accu_outctrl,
accu ctrl, alu ctrl, alu outctrl, addr ctrl,
temp:ctrl, latch_ctrl, latch_outctrl, control_statename
END.

Ex. 2 An lDaSS operator
#Operator PCOP
II psw 1 ·31J8
Ilpc 1 ·31J12
IIbi 1 ·31J8
OTbo 1 ·31J8 0 0
OOout 1 11J12
Freadlo 1
Freadhi 1
'''Output the most significant bits of the
, (incremented) PC concatenated with the
, most significant bits of the PSIJ to
, the main bus:"

,

'_pelnc :=
, (pc at: 11),
(pc from: 0 to: 10) inc.
'bo :=
, (psw
from: 4 to: 7),
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(-pclnc from: 8 to: 11)
Floadlo 1
Finc 1
"'Increment the PC. but only the lowest
, 11 bits:"

,

'out : =
, (pc at: 11),
, (PC from: 0 to: 10) inc
Floadhi 1
Sinc 0
.Operator PCOP

ELLA code of ex. 2
FN PCOP =
( pcop_ctrl type pcop_ctrl,
[8] bool : psw.
[12]bool : PC.
(8] bool : bi )
->

[8] bool.
[12]bool ) :
CASE pcop_ctrl OF
pcoPJeadlo :
pcoPJeadhi : (
LET hlp_6 = ATCONST{ 12. 11 ) Pc,
hlp_7 = FROMTO{ 12. O. 10. 11 } pc,
hlp_8 = INC{ 11 } hlp_7.
u-pcinc = CONC{ 1, 11 } (hlp_6,hlp_8).
hlp_10 = FROMTO{ 8. 4. 7. 4 } psw.
hlp_II = FROMTO{ 12. 8. 11. 4 } u-PCinc.
bo = CONC{ 4. 4 } (hlp_10.hlp_11).
OUTPUTCbo. [12]?bool)
)

,

pcop_loadlo :
pcop_inc : (
LET hlp_1S = ATCONST{ 12, 11 ) pc,
hlp_16 = FROMTO{ 12, O. 10, 11 } pc,
hlp_17 = INC{ 11 } hlp_16,
out = CONC{ 1, 11 } (hlp_1S,hlp_17).
OUTPUT([8J?bool,out)
)

,

pcop_loadhi
ESAC.

Ex. 3 An IDaSS register
#Regi ster PC
VO~12 OW12 OW12

O~12

load hold 0 holdSem 0

IlinO-3~12

OOout 0 OW12
.Register PC
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ELLA code of ex. 3
FN PC_REG = (bool: clock, reset_ctrltype: reset_in, pc_ctrltype: ctrl, [12lbool: in)
BEGIN
MAKE REG{[12lbool} : pc_re9_delay.
JOIN (clock, CASE reset in
OF reset :-(f,f,f,f,f,f,f,f,f,f,f,f)
ELSE CASE ctrl
OF pc_load : in,
pc_hold : pc_re9_delay
ESAC
E5AC) .> pc_res_delay.
OUTPUT pc_res_delay
END.

Ex. 4 An lDaSS ROM
#RCJ4RCJ4
51024 8
LromB048.hex
Rlpc 1 -310112
DTout 1 1851018 1 0
.RCJ4 RCJ4

ELLA code of ex. 4
FN RCJ4 = ([12lbool:rdaddr) -> [8lbool :
BEGIN
FN RCJ4 I = ([8lbool, int12, int12, bool)
RAM( [8l?bool).

->

[8lbool

LET rdaddr_i = CNV{ 12 int12 } (rdaddr,i12/0).
OUTPUT RCJ4_1 ([8l?bool, rdaddr_i, rdaddr_i, 1)
END.

Ex. 5 An lDaSS bus
#Bus main
C1 RAM out
C2 RCJ4 out
C3 PCOP bo
C4 ALU out
C5 PSIoIOP bo
C6 ACCU in
C7 TEMP in
C8 PSIoIOP bi
C9 LATCH in
C10 PCOP bi
C11 IR in
C12 RAM in
C13 ADDR in
.Bus main
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->

[12lbool:

ELLA code of ex. 5
FN BUS_MAIN

= (tri_output_ctrLtype:

ctrL1 ctrL2 ctrL3 ctrL4 ctrLS ,
[8] boo L: in1 i I'l2 i n3 i I'l4 inS ) - > [8] boo L:
BUS { 1, 5, 8} ( (ctrL1,ctrL2,ctrl3,ctrL4,ctrLS),
(in1, in2, in3, io4, inS) ).

ELLA code of up8048 schematic
FN UP8048 = (reset_ctrltype: reset_in) -> dummy:
BEGIN
MAKE CLOCK : cLock,
CONTROL: control,
CONTROL_STATE_REG controL_state_reg,
PC : pe,
PCOP : peop,
BUS_MAIN : bus_main.
JOIN ( controL state reg, ir, latch, psw, accu ) -> control,
e cLock, reset_In, controL[20] ) -> controL_state_reg,
( clock, reset_in, controL[S], peop[2] )
( control [31, psw, pe, main)

->

->

pe,

peop,

( control[8], control[1], control[4], controL [15] , control[10],
ram [1] , rom, peop[11, aLu[21, pswop[2] ) -> bus_main,
( pe ) -> rom.
END.
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